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Waterproof Dive Case Insta360 GO 3

Insta360 GO 3 waterproof dive case
Create exceptional shots underwater without worrying about your camera! The waterproof case for GO 3 cameras is a proven solution
with which you can dive as deep as 60m! The carefully thought-out design with sliding buckle is a guarantee of watertightness, and the
glass lenses provide even better image quality, so your recordings will be stunning! Included in the kit you will find accessories to mount
the case on a tripod, for full creative freedom!
 
Clear image
Even underwater, you won't lose image quality! The case is equipped with optical glass, which, unlike plastic ones, guarantees a clear
image with rich details. Capture exciting moments, keeping them not only in your memory!
 
Thoughtful design
The case was created with the safety of your camera in mind, which is why it uses a solid buckle lock design, giving you the assurance
that the GO 3 will stay in place and that water will not get into it even at a depth of 60 meters! Among other things, you'll find anti-fog
inserts and a ¼'' mount adapter to make recording even more convenient!
 
Included
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Dive case
Butterfly wrench x 1
Protective mount x 1
Mounting adapter 1/4'' x 1
Butterfly screw ¼'' x 1
Anti-fog inserts x 6
Anti-slip ring x 6
	Manufacturer
	Insta360
	Manufacturer code
	CINSBBKN
	Maximum depth
	60 m
	Weight 
	100 g
	Dimensions
	83.4 x 47.6 x 87.9 mm

Preço:

Antes: € 79.0029

Agora: € 71.00
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